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TRANSCRIPTION

[00:00]
TW:

Today is Wednesday, April 20th, 2022. My name is Todd Welch from the Merrill-Cazier Library
Special Collections and Archives. This afternoon, we are interviewing Utah State University's
vice president for Marketing and Communications, Mr. Bill Plate. This is another oral history
interview for the COVID [coronavirus disease] Collection Project. Joining us on the interview is
Tameron Williams, the COVID [coronavirus disease] Collection Project's graduate intern. Good
afternoon, Mr. Plate.

BP:

Good morning, Todd. And good morning, Tameron. Thank you for the opportunity.

TW:

So, first off, we'd like to ask a little bit about, well, what first brought you to Utah State
University and maybe a little bit about your background in marketing and communication?

BP:

Great. So, what brought me to Utah State University was this role as vice president for University
Communications and Marketing. For an university that has a long, a 100-plus-year history, this
was the inaugural vice president position. I was at a point in my career, as the vice president for
communications and Marketing at Coastal Carolina University in South Carolina. I just thought it
was time for me to start looking at some other universities, possible a large public research
institutions.
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And this position at USU happened to pop up in my radar, and I thought it was a good position
for me to apply for based on my recent experience. And I was thrilled when I had the opportunity
to meet President Cockett, and interview for the role, and then ultimately be offered the position.
I started off my career in photojournalism. I was a photojournalist for about a year after college,
and then landed a role as a civilian photographer for the Air Force. I was at Dover Air Force Base
for about five years. That was when I started getting into more managerial and supervisory roles.
I was the chief photographer for them for a few years. And, then I started supervising and leading
a team of photographers and graphic designers.
[02:10]
From there, I was able to accept at job Florida Atlantic University down in South Florida, that's
where my higher education experience started. I had the opportunity while working there to go
back and get a master's of business administration. I worked all day and took classes at night. I
received my MBA [Master of Business], and that put me on the trajectory of being able to assume
a role as a vice president in higher education. And, I've never looked back. I absolutely love being
in the university environment.
I think that we play a very vital role in society and helping prepare the next generation of leaders.
So, it's just something that I'm very passionate about. And so, just thrilled to be a part of the
higher education community and, very happy to be in my role here as vice president at Utah State
University.
TW:

And so, when we're talking about Marketing and Communications at Utah State University,
administratively, what are the different subunits or activities that are entailed in that?

BP:

So, when I took over this role, we really had two main groups that were engaged in marketing and
communications at the institution. We (USU) are a very decentralized model of communications
and marketing because of the complexity and the statewide system and the land-grant mission
that we have here at Utah State.
The two teams were Public Relations and Marketing Department, and they were the centralized
unit. When I took over this role, they were reporing to the chief of staff at the institution. So,
there wasn't a vice president sitting at the executive table.

[04:00]
And, then there was the Student Marketing and Communications group that was a part of distance
education and online, now called AIS (Academic and Instructional Services).
When President Cockett made the decision to create this vice president role, those two groups
came together. And that's the team that I lead today. One of the first things I did when came
onboard was look at the current organizational structure and what areas we had some strength in
when it came to Marketing and Communications and where there was some opportunities for us
to grow and make some changes?
So, the way that we're organized right now is really in four groups. We have our main marketing
team that is helping USU market to all audiences, prospective students and their parents as well
as alumni. They're the creative side. They're the ones that are creating a lot of the content.
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Then, we've got our Strategic Communications Department, you've talked with Amanda DeRito
as a part of this project, so she oversees that team. She's our AVP [associate vice president] that
oversees our Strategic Communications strategies.
They're not only internal communications, that team engages in crisis communications,
emergency communications, that we'll probably talk about in a little bit when it comes to COVID
and how the role that communications played in COVID. But they’re also our news teams. The
news media landscape has changed a lot in the last 10 years. It used to be that a university of our
size could write a press release, that press release wasn't written as a story, it was written as an
informational piece that would be sent out to reporters working for mainstream media outlets.
They would take that press release from us and write a story. We don't have that luxury today
because of the way that the journalism industry has changed.
So, we need to be in a position where we write the news ourselves, and in a lot of cases publish
that content ourselves on our channels, so we have a news team that's a main compenent of our
Strategic Communications Department.
[06:00]
The one group created when I started was our Digital Strategies and Analytics team. So much
emphasis goes into digital content these days, much of that emphasis is put on our website and
social media. I knew we needed a team that was going to be more strategic in that space.
We needed somebody that's main responsibility is tracking all the data and putting it into useable,
relevant reports that we can use to make informed decisions.
Then, the last group that I oversee is trademarks and licensing. All of our university marks that
end up in the marketplace, need to be reviewed and approved as a part of a successful licesing
program. We need to have a team looking over all those submissions to maintain our visual
identity and create brand consistency. So, that's the fourth group that I oversee.
TW:

So, late February, early March of 2020, news out of China that there was this virus that had
actually left the borders of China and had officially become a pandemic, according to the CDC
[Centers for Disease Control and Prevention] and has, actually, there were cases reported in the
United States. Take me to what the conversations at President Exec. Council or any other highlevel meetings that you were at. What were the initial discussions about? And what were the
action items that started to develop in those initial days and maybe first couple of weeks in
March?

BP:

Yeah, so I've got an interesting story about that because my wife's parents were getting ready to
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary. We had a trip planned to Buffalo, New York to
celebrate that milestone with family and friends. I assumed this role in January of 2019, and that
first year, starting a new job, moving to a new state, my wife and I really didn't take too many
vacations, you know?

[08:01]
As a state employees, we were still building up leave. And so, this trip was really the first time
that we were traveling back to where we both grew up after moving to the state of Utah. So, I
remember early on, we were watching the news coverage and what the CDC [Centers for Disease
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Control and Prevention] was saying about the coronavirus, and what that meant, what they knew
about it, which, at the time, wasn't all that much.
But we were watching it to see how it might impact the United States, how it might impact Utah,
and how it might impact our institution. So, I remembered going to the president and saying,
"Well, I think at this point, I'm still going to go on this trip. I don't know if I need to worry about
getting on an airplane and traveling. But because it's my in-laws 50th wedding anniversary, I think
I still need to go on this trip."
She said, "Yes. I think you need to do that." Well, the Saturday of the anniversary party, I
remember my phone starting to blow up because that was the very first weekend that, as an
executive team, we started talks about, okay, this is going to have a large impact on us, and we
need to start planning.
So, I remember, after the party, getting on my phone. I started texting a few people and reading
through my e-mails. The executive team had their very first meeting that Saturday about what this
was going to mean for us (our campuses).
I remember that Sunday waking up and saying to my wife, "I think this is going to be a much
bigger deal than we initially anticipated it to be." And, we were in a state which was taking a
much different initial approach than Utah was at that moment.
[09:56]
I remember watching the Buffalo news. We were actually concerned about not being able to fly
back to Utah. We were afraid at that point that they were going to start closing airports and that
they weren't going to allow air travel.
At this point, I should tell you that my wife grew up in Buffalo, New York. I grew up in Central
New York, in the Finger Lakes. So, our plan was to spend the first half of the week in Buffalo,
then rent a car to head to Seneca Falls to see my family.
I started to reached out to some of my family, and ask "I need to know how you feel about us
coming to see you because we've traveled. We've been on an airplane. I don't know if we've been
exposed (to Covid-19)." We didn't know much about how it was transmitted at the time. I was
concerned for my father, and for some of my relatives, that we were going to go visit that we
hadn't seen since moving to UT.
So, we started making some calls to ask, "How are you going to feel if we come tosee you? Are
you going to be concerned that we've traveled, and we've been on an airplane?"
And the consensus was, "Well, no. We want to see you." But as my wife and I started having
some discussions about possibly not being able to get back to Utah by plane, we ended up cut our
trip short. We called Delta to ask about changing our flight, and we booked the next flight back to
Utah at that point. I also remembered feeling like I needed to get back to the university because I
knew that executive-level conversations were happening, and I knew I needed to be a part of
those.
So, I called my family to let them know, "Hey, I apologize. I don't want to put you in any kind of
health risk or jeopardy. I also feel like I need to get back to the university because we're going to
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start making decisions." And yeah, we rebooked our flight. We got out the very next day, I want
to say it was Tuesday that we flew back. So, we were able to get back to Utah.
[11:54]
I was back in the office that Wednesday, the meetings at the university ramped up and
conversations about how we were going to proactively deal with the virus and what impact it
would have on our university community.
TW:

So, one of those proactive decisions was a form the COVID Task Force. And I know you were, I
think, a co-chair of that committee. And I can imagine that there were a lot of critical
conversations and decisions that were being made probably on an hour-by-hour basis. But what
were those first initial meetings like? What was the tenor? I mean, did you imagine it was going
to be a two-year pandemic at that point? I mean, what exactly occurred at that time?

BP:

So, just to clarify, I wasn't a co-chair on the task force, but I was a member of it. I remember the
initial conversations were about how we could keep the virus off campus, not thinking that this
was going to be a two-year event or turn our lives upside-down.
The main questions were, what can we do to stop the spread on our campus? And if we needed to
go remote, if we needed to ask faculty and staff to work remotely for a couple of weeks, what is
the impact going to be on the institution?
That resulted in more questions around logistically, how were we going to make that happen?
We started with hand sanitizer, communicating about washing your hands regularly. We weren't
talking about masks and social distancing, yet. We didn't really know exactly how it was being
spread. We just knew that the spread was very quick, and that it was obviously very contagious.
So, what could we do to limit person-to-person interaction? I just remember the initial
conversations being around how do we, at an institution of our size, if we decide to, go 100%
remote?

[13:59]
Can we do that with our faculty and staff? We felt more comfortable see my family taking classes
online, even though we knew that was going to be a huge lift. But we knew that that we could –
because we already had the infrastructure. I mean, we've got 25 years of history in delivering
broadcasts and online classes. We knew would we just need to help some of our faculty to take
their classes online, to create the content that they would need to teach online.
But it was also, how are we going to do that with some of our staff? And, as you know, Todd,
we've got three residential campuses, so, it's not like we were going to say to students, "You need
to go home," because that would put them even further into harm's way, out them into a situation
where they could come in contract this virus. And, we didn't know, still don’t really know, what
the long-lasting health implications were going to be on individuals that did end up with Covid.
We were afraid of people being hospitalized at that point. And, I will tell you, it was honestly,
how were we going to do this for two weeks? Or how were we going to do this for three weeks?
It was never, how are we going to be able to stay in this for a year or two?
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Nobody at the leadership table had ever experienced a global pandemic. The university had an
emergency response plan, but it couldn’t have prepared us for, or provided a playbook for, what
was to come. One of the many repeated statements of our meetings was, “we are building the
plane as we are flying it!”
TW:

So, then what is the role that Bill and Amanda played in the task force from a communication and
marketing standpoint in that March, April, you know, middle part of the spring semester 2020?

BP:

I'll tell you, my role is twofold, right? So, as a vice president at the institution, I'm also on the
President's Advisory Council or her advisory team. So, even though my role is primarily
communications and marketing, in an event like this, I'm also a member of the team that is
running scenarios, problem-solving and providing recommendations to assist with the decisions
she needs to make about the university as a whole.
In regards to communications, once decisions are made, we communicate that to rest of the
institution in a way that's timely, and that's relevant, and that is not too much information at one
time because we know that long e-mails aren't all that helpful to anybody.

[16:20]
We are always asking the question, what is the best communication strategy to get that
information to those that need it? We use e-mail a lot, and at times, our e-mails do get lengthy,
but we also were trying to figure out in the longer e-mails, how do we draw attention to specific
content? What's the most important content in this e-mail?
We also know not everybody at our institution has a desk, and has a computer, and sits down and
checks their e-mails regularly. We know that students, even though when we ask them, they want
their primary communication from the university to e-mailed, we know that they're not checking
their e-mail as regularly as maybe we would hope that they would.
So, what other strategies can we employ to make sure that the information is being filtering down
to keep our university community in the know of the decisions that are being made and what's
going into make those decisions. That's what I'm thinking about once we start to formalize
decisions, or implement the actions we will take. I immediately start talking to my team about
messaging. How do we articulate that in a way that will be easily digestible, easily
understandable? And in what channels do we need to put it into to make sure that it's getting to
the right people?
TW:

What about external communication? You know, you talked about internal communication.
Externally, what information was the university, and what were the channels that you were
sending it through?

[18:04]
BP:

We wrote Utah State Today's Stories. Even though we use UST for internal audiences, the
distribution also goes to a lot of the reporters, so that they can see the news happening at USU.
We did external news pushes as well, to make sure that the communities surrounding the
university knew what we were doing. The other tactic we used was we employing digital ad
strategies that we use for marketing. We know that those strategies can be effective to make sure
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that information is getting into the hands of those that we need it to in a different form and on
alternative devices.
Using digital advertising strategies, both organic and paid social media, this was important
enough information we did put some of the university's financial resources into making sure the
information was getting to everyone – we made sure that Cache Valley or the surrounding
communities at a few of our statewide campuses were targeted in those campaigns as well.
We used digital mobile ads. We used web ads. We used display and search ads through Google. It
really gave us the ability and opportunity to reach really large audiences. And, the way that we
target these digital ads, it's not that expensive.. And when I say "us," I mean any digital marketer.
[19:52]
So, as an example, when the university decided that we were going to require masks in the
classroom – and I say "require," but was strongly encouraged in a lot of the cases because of the
way that our state was setting laws and bills on when it could be required and when it shouldn't be
required – we made sure that that was messaging that we put out to the entire community so that
they knew that if somebody from the community was going to come onto our campuses, that we
were strongly encouraging and in some cases in state building requiring masks to be worn. So,
that's the type of information that we were trying to get out there.
And then, one of the other vital pieces of information is that the university was able to conduct its
own testing. Through our vet lab, we had the capabilities to do that testing ourselves. There was
only one other institution in the state, the University of Utah because of their medical system, that
was able to offer testing to their faculty, staff, and students. That allowed USU to quickly test
students, and faculty and staff when we knew that there was areas of concern on campus or a
surge in infection rate.
I'm sure that you've also had other people talk to you about because we're a research institution,
we had faculty members that were able to regularly test our waste water, watching the levels of
Covid in our waste water was an early indicator there might be an issue brewing in a specific area
of campus. And, then we were able to employ testing very quickly in those areas.
I think being at a research institution, being that we have our statewide mission, we were able to
accomplish a lot more than some of our sister institutions in the state weren't able to do. Those
were the kinds of things that we were consistently messaging to make sure that our university
community knew that those resources were there.
[21:55]
TW:

Was there any coordination with your team and state, county, public health officials, local,
statewide, as well as the other universities and what they were doing?

BP:

Yes, actually, all three. My team, I don't know if you've interviewed Ellis Bruch at this point. But
he's our emergency manager. He –

TW:

Keith Roper, Ellis Bruch, [crosstalk].

BP:

Yeah. So, Ellis Bruch was the university's primary contact with the state and what was happening
at the state emergency management level. But then, along with the state and county, we also have
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a public information group. Amanda, and Emilie Wheeler, our news director, attended those
meetings.
We knew what the county and the state were going to put out and when they were going to put
that out so that we would have similar information. USHE, the Utah System of Higher Education,
also has a communications group that meets monthly. A lot of the conversations in those
meetings were about what all the institutions were doing and what policies and procedures we
were implementing. It’s great we have those support networks to be able to bounce ideas off of
and coordinate with.
We were able to have know what other institutions were planning on doing, how they were
handling masking, how they were handling social distancing in the classroom. Were they able to
go 100% remote? Were they able to provide testing for their communities?
These are valuable resources, as the state of Utah, we were all in this together. We might've been
making decisions solely based on our university community but because we're a part of a much
larger community within the state, we wanted to make sure that it was as coordinated as possible.
[23:55]
TW:

So, the decision was made sometimes in the middle of summer that students were going to come
back to campus in the fall semester of 2020. And I know we were geared towards that. What did
Marketing and Communication do as far as sending messages out to the students and their parents
about what to expect, what to anticipate, and maybe that your role and Amanda's role with the
COVID [coronavirus disease] Task Force probably developed some of this messaging, but what
did that look like?

BP:

At our institution, it's a coordinated effort. All of the communications that we write and
disseminate is university-wide communications. So, when it comes to messaging to specific
groups, we're more of a resource. The Office of Student Affairs and the Registrar are generally
the group that speaks directly to students.
What was great about the system that we had in place was that we had two groups. We had the
COVID [coronavirus disease] Task Force, which was a smaller group; it was the decision-making
group. Then we had our stabilization group, which was really interesting because that came about
little bit later as our task force continued to grow. At the time it was created, we thought we
needed to start thinking about what life after COVID [coronavirus disease] might look like. So,
create this group and called it the Stabilization Group to help us stabilize what we were doing."
But that group ended up becoming a valuable resource to talk through what types of
communications that were needed and how we were going to say it. And, the way that President
Cockett set up these teams, those other vice presidents, those other leaders that were going to be
communicating with specific audiences were at that table. So, we were able to talk through what
the messaging should be.
And then, in some cases, depending on what the content was, those individual units might draft
something that’d we’d review, as an example a new processes or protocols that they're putting in
place in response to university policy or procedures . So, as you mentioned, students coming back
for fall of 2020, what could they expect?
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[26:09]
In those cases, we would work directly with the unit that had a need to communicate information
and help make sure that it's consistent with what the task force had discussed. We’d review a lot
of those messages to make sure that they were on message. It was more of a collaborative effort.
Same strategy with faculty and staff comms. A lot of the communications that go to faculty come
out of our Provost Office. So, the Provost Office would sit down and draft a communications
based on what they were planning, an example a new processes and protocols that they were
creating for the classroom.
We'd work with Robert Wagner and his AIS team that the manage classroom, and broadcast, and
Zoom. They’d create drafts, and Those drafts would come to us. We'd work through those to
make sure that all the content was where it needed to be, And then assist to get those messages
out. Communications really is a collaborative effort here on our campus.
TW:

I'm not sure if it was Ellis' team or if you had any input on the daily situational reports that came
out, beginning in the fall of 2020 and throughout that entire academic year. Did your team play a
role in any of that?

BP:

The role that my team played was primarily helping disseminate the information, so updating the
website and making sure information of importance was getting in the hands of the appropriate
people. But actually creating the situational report was Ellis and Susan. It was the Emergency
Management team that created those reports based on the information that they were getting from
other constituency groups, from our testing group, from our Case Containment Team.

[28:00]
So, they would put that report together. They'd give us that report. And ,then we would make sure
that the information was disseminated to who it needed to be. We were the ones updating the
COVID [coronavirus disease] information on the website.
TW:

I'm curious, did UMAC, the University Marketing & Communication, apply for or receive any of
the COVID [coronavirus disease] CARES [Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security]
money?

BP:

Yeah, we did. But it was primarily for the marketing materials that we needed. If we knew that
we needed to have posters or signage made for campus, that was the type of COVID [coronavirus
disease] relief funds that we asked for.
Also, a lot of my team in the very beginning was working quite a bit of overtime, and, most of us
are exempt employees. To receieve federal funding, we had to make sure my team was inputting
all of those hours because, early on, I would say probably for the first six, seven, eight months,
there were portions of my team that 95% of what they were doing was COVID [coronavirus
disease]-related.
A lot of our hours were going into making sure that the university community was knowledgeable
about what the university was doing. So, all of those hours were going into the spreadsheet.
Although UMAC [University Marketing & Communication] didn't receive those dollars directly,
indirectly, the university was receiving for federal funding to cover those costs.
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But to specifically answer your question, the rest of the COVID [coronavirus disease] CARES
[Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security] funding that we received was to create
materials to put them out into the university community, like the signage that you would see, you
on doors as you walked into a building about masking and about social distancing. When it came
time for the vaccination to be rolled out, to make sure that the university knew about where our
vaccination clinics were going to be.
[29:58]
Those kinds of materials that had a cost associated with producing them is the funding that we
received.
TW:

So, COVID [coronavirus disease] is a big catalyst for change, we're finding, in a lot of our
interviews. A lot of people have had to rethink the way they do things or how they do things. And
some of the change, you know, change occurs quite naturally. But COVID [coronavirus disease]
really either quickened the pace or it just overnight had to happen.
Some of that changed they found out is they enjoy it, and they like doing it this way. They, you
know, want to give people the option of having a Zoom, an option to attend the meeting and other
things. Did UMAC [University Marketing & Communication] ever have any initiatives that they
were made the change because of COVID [coronavirus disease] that is change that is permanent,
that will probably never go back to the way things were pre-COVID [coronavirus disease] times?

BP:

I think some of the ways that we communicate internally has changed and will change. As an
example, one of the areas that we relied on directors in departments to provide information where
e-mail maybe wasn't the best form of communication. I'll give you an example: Facilities.
So, Facilities is the type of department where many of their staff does not have access to a
university computer because they're out on campus doing Facilities work. They're out making
sure that the roads and sidewalks are clear in the winter, and they're out doing lawn work, they're
making sure that our campus looks nice.
One of the things that we realized was that we can send out five, six, ten e-mails a week, most of
which aren't reaching those employees. So, how do we get that information to them? WE’VE
been working with the SEA [Staff Employee Association] and the SEA [Staff Employee
Association] president to come up with other communication methods, making sure that we
create a PDF of the information to get it to the hands of the supervisors, so they can print it and
put it in a breakroom.

[32:11]
Tthose are the kinds of communications that we did years ago before electronic comms channels.
We're seeing that maybe we need to bring some of those back. I think we'll continue to do those
kinds of communications when there's important information coming out of the President's Office
or the Provost's Office, to make sure that it is filtering down to all levels at the institution.
I think the university-wide, that's probably one of the bigger things. When it comes to my team,
we've realized we can do a lot of our business through Zoom. We can have meetings via Zoom.
We don't necessarily have to print out a copy of a flyer or a brochure to review it for edits and
changes.
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We had a robust project management system already in place. But during COVID [coronavirus
disease], we changed to a new system. We're finding it’s efficient to communicate through that
system in ways that we weren't doing previously.
For the type of work we do, it’s not good for us to be 100% remote. Don’t get me wrong, I think
that we did just fine as a team when we had to be 100% remote because of the pandemic. But I
think we also saw that not having a collaborative, creative, in-person meetings we were at a bit of
a disadvantage.
So, for us, we can work in a hybrid environment. We don't all have to be physically in our offices
at the same time, all day every day. Once the university had a telework policy, I wanted to make
sure that our team had the flexibility to be able to do that type of work.
So, that, for sure, has changed. And, we weren’t all that open to that type of a work schedule prior
to the pandemic.
[34:05]
TW:

Another question I've been asking all of the narrators is the mental health. You know, two years,
this has been quite the marathon, how do you feel you and UMAC's [University Marketing &
Communication] team have marshalled through or marched through COVID [coronavirus
disease] from a mental health standpoint?

BP:

I would say that overall, I think we handled it pretty well. I was making sure that I was checking
in on our staff pretty regularly. We would use Microsoft Teams to hold large group chats. And we
had a team space set up for the entire UMAC [University Marketing & Communication] team.
I would do my best to jump on there a couple of times a week to ask how everybody's doing and
make sure that everybody was doing well. Those that didn't respond, I'd reach out directly to them
to see how things were going. I do feel moving to hybrid telework is also helping mentally with
some of the staff.
With that being said, we also staff that could not wait to get back in the office because they need
that personal interaction. We are working through what the individual's needs are when it comes
to mental health and then, as the team that helps communicate about the resources that the
university has, making sure that my team knew that there were resources available if they needed
them.
In the absence of being able to have in-person retreats and holiday gatherings, we did a lot of that
digitally, which obviously wasn't as good as they could've been and where in previous years. But
we made sure that we kept up morale as best we could, and then, if we did have team member
struggling, we made sure that we were having conversations with them to make sure that they had
the resources they needed or took the time off that they needed to rest and recover.

[36:13]
TGRW: So, Marking and Communications is, obviously, difficult in even the best of times. So, during the
initial outbreak of the pandemic through to now, you know, how do you develop your message,
figure out if it's working, and then adapt when you're dealing with something that can be, in this
case, life or death?
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BP:

Great question, Tameron. We have a pretty good toolkit of different channels that we can utilize.
And, we make sure that we're constantly talking with different groups to ask what channels they
want to be communicated through. So, we have a pretty good idea of the channels.
When it comes to the messaging, we just want to make sure that we're articulating the decisions
the university is making. During the pandemic, especially, we made sure that as soon as a
decision was made, we were getting that information out as quickly as we possibly could. Which
at times doesn't come out as quickly as we would like, because quite a few of our university-wide
messages must go through a review process it before it goes out, which slows it down a little bit.
I think we've gotten better at how we can do some of that digitally these days, not that we weren't
doing it digitally before, but we just have different methods of doing that today. As an example, I
don't have to send an e-mail to the president. I can create a link within Office 365, which is cloudbased, send her a link. She can go in, and we can be editing things at the same time. So, I think
that some those software technologies – and not that they weren't available - we just weren't
utilizing the way that we do now. Having those kinds of tools helps us.

[38:05]
For us, it's really sitting down and saying, "Okay, what is the message that we have to make sure
that the university community knows?" And then we decide which channels would be most
appropriate.
We used social media so heavily the last two years to provide the content that students needed to
know way more than we have in the past. There is an analogy we use in marketing: Let's say
we're selling oatmeal cookies, and our audience wants chocolate chip. We know that we have to
give them a certain amount of chocolate chip cookies for them to be able to once in a while take
an oatmeal cookie that we want to give them, right? So, I think that's what we learned in the
pandemic too, we had a lot of information that we were trying to push out, but we still had to post
some of the other content, showing that the university community is still here for them. We still
posted pictures of campus for those that couldn't physically come to campus.
So, it was finding that right mix. It really does come down to we had all the channels in place that
we need. Then it was a matter of how do we cater each of those messages to those specific
channels?
An e-mail, it can be long. Those aren't ideal, but we can put a lot more information into email, we
can also put a lot more information onto a website and then keep everything else short and
concise, and add, "For more information, click here." Those were the kinds of strategies that are
always important. But during the pandemic, they were even more important because we were
pushing out a lot of information.
[39:56]
And, there were times where we would get feedback , "I don't understand what you mean here."
Then it was, "Okay, how do we craft a second message to be able to clarify?" We were kind of
learning as we went too on how to communicate about some of these things.
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Like times when the CDC [Centers for Disease Control and Prevention] came out with new
guidance – as a university, we really did follow the CDC [Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention] guidelines as best we could.
And, there were times when we would explain how a procedure would be implemented, as an
example, how the seating charts were going to work in classrooms or how seating was going to
change in the classrooms once we started coming back to in-person. So, the first time we put that
message out, it made sense to us, but it wasn't making sense to our audience. So, how do we rewrite it so that the university community understands what we're trying to accomplish?
And then, we've created a lot of FAQs [frequently asked questions]. Any time we got a question
multiple times, we created an FAQ [frequently asked question] and put that question up on the
website. We would then point people to those instead of us putting out another message. It was
short and sweet.
We created quite a few Instagram stories that seemed to go on for days because we just added
new information every single day.
TGRW: So, speaking to your experiences broadly, what do you feel have been the most significant
lessons you've learned from the pandemic, personally and professionally? I mean, you've talked a
lot about the work and the impact that has had on you from even the early days traveling. So,
what do you take away from all this?
BP:

In my 20-plus-year career in high education, I've actually been through a lot of different types of
crisis and created many crisis communication plans. This was by far one of the more difficult
because it was global.

[42:06]
The other thing that I took away from this was I've always known, once we started having
electronic communications, that we lived in a global world. But it’s amazing just how connected
we all are, for me personally, that was really eye-opening. As Todd stated as he started this
conversation off, the first couple of cases were reported in China and then just how quickly it
spread to the entire world, that was the big takeaway for me, just to be able to see in real time,
how interconnected we all are.
And then, it was just how resilient we are. I mean, think about those first couple of days when we
said, "You're going to have to wear a mask hours at a time, for every minute that you're going to
be around another individual," and the thought of having a mask on for a two-hour meeting was
just dread.
It showed how resilient we all are. And, I honestly think our community came together. We truly
did care about each other. We knew that we were doing things to protect not just ourselves but the
rest of our community. So, I think that that was some of the big takeaways, for me.
TW:

Is there anything else you'd like to add about your experiences at Utah State University during the
COVID [coronavirus disease] pandemic?

BP:

Maybe just to elaborate a little bit more about our university community, we truly have an
amazing leadership team at this institution that makes decisions based on the well-being of our
entire community. I've been at other institutions, and I'm not saying that at those other
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institutions, we didn't care about students or we didn't care about our faculty and staff. But I feel,
us having to come together as a leadership team and really focus on our community. We had
some conversations in the beginning, where the question was “how do we keep our community
safe?”
[44:09]
Well, we realized quickly thatwas a promise that we necessarily couldn't keep, right? There was
no way for us as an institution to say, "We are going to keep you safe," meaning we're going to
keep you from coming in contact with the virus. We knew early on, that we needed to change the
way that we were talking about this.
Making sure that we were stopping the spread of the virus in our community the best that we
could. I really do feel like we just have an amazing leadership team at this institution. We have
amazing students. We have outstanding faculty and staff. So, that would be one thing that I would
want to be in the history books, the way that the president tirelessly lead this institution – I
remembered being on calls with her at 8:00 pm on a Friday night because we were just trying to
work through what we were going to do on a campus that students called home 7 days a week.
The leadership team, the faculty, and staff, and students at this institution, they're not only
resilient, they're just amazing.
TW:

Mr. Plate, I would like to thank you for your time this afternoon, discussing your experiences
with the COVID [coronavirus disease] pandemic at Utah State University.

BP:

Thank you very much. I appreciate you having me.

[End recording – 45:29]
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